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SUMMARY

As the title implies this Is a discussion of which safety objectives can be derived, is
various issues and requirements which must discussed. The use of rational requirements
be considered during the actual work of Safety is considered in this context, as is the use
Assessment, and does not deal with all the of numerical methods in the exercise of

aspects of a complete programme, judgement.
rhe task and its objectives are considered It Is also emphasized in the course of this

and the importance of presentationisstressed, paper that the assessment is a discipline
so that problems and their solution are dis- which directs the appropriate skills at the
played adequately to the many disciplines in- problems as required, and must never be
volved. The definition of areas of influence to interpreted as a means of replacing these
which the requirements can be applied and for skills.
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1 INTRODUCTION 2 SAFETY ASSESSMENT TASK

Much has been said on both sides of the Tbe Safety Assessment task is to ensure
Atlantic on the subject of Safety Assessment, that the design, construction, and operation
and, in fact, It is probably right to say that of the device being investigated is sufft-
it has all been said. There is for example, ctently safe for its projected use. This re-
a lot of information published by various quires the assurance that all foreseeable
Government Agencies, which has been faults and critical situations have been ado-
written as part of their procurement ac- quately taken into account. Critical situa-
tivities, and this has been of immense Ira- tions will include any st, ch conditions which
portance with its emphasis on the orderly may arise when systems :re working in the
application of safety analysis. However, it fault free mode and mu_: take account of

is thought to be generally true that although external events.
all the material is there in advisory form, The demands of a statement such as this
its application is subject to much freedom are immense and, apart from the application
of interpretation, and assessments have of the engineering and other skills Involved,
been made within these frameworks at many have given rise to the creation of many pro-
different levels, and perhaps with varying cedures involving different logic and docu-
objectives. It seems opportune, therefore, mentation in order to assist in its satis-

to take another look at the complex path faction.
_ through the safety assessment process, as If we endeavour to state with more
:_ simply as possible, with the object of high- precision the process necessary to carry

lighting the principles involved, out the task the following requirements
_ Discussion can range from the admin- arise:-
_: tstrative structure necessary in the manu- (a) To define the safety objectives.

facturtng company down to the specific (b) To display the design, construction, and

_ statistical techniques required to deal with operation of the vehicle in such a mannerthe validity of a test programme; from the that its potential weaknesses are clearly
type of personnel required in a safety or- revealed.

_ gantsatton and the methods employed to (c) To ensure that the best judgement in the

make the biggest impact, or, perhaps, the skills relevant to the problem and its
influence of the computer cn the safety interfaces has been brought to bear.
programme. Problems of documentation and (d) To show to the satisfaction of all con-

format are by no means unimportant in this cerned that the safety objectives for the ,subject and have been discussed in depth, complete vehicle and its operation have
Many other aspects merit separate con- been met.
sideratlon and all can have a major influence

on the approach to safety. This rather daunt- If the Safety Assessment satisfies these ._
tng appreciation of the field emanates from requirements the detailed procedure is not ._
my work in the European aircraft industry important and depending upon the technology
and from a recent opportunity to look at involved, and the possible hazards, many "
safety assessment in a variety of American perfectly adequate methods are available.
Aerospace organisations and is given to However, because of the contributions of
empl::asise the fact fl_at the subject matter different technologies to aerospace vehicles,
of this paper is strictly in line withits title, some standardization on a given project is
Consequently, I propose to touch upon varl- obviously desirable. In particular a stand-
ous issues and requirements which must be ardised approach to safety assessment
considered during the actual work of Safety should facilitate the feed back of operating
Assessment, with the intention of ;timulat- and servicing data, as experience accumu-

ir,g discussion of the basic approach which lates, so that the aspects can be readily ._
should be made. up-dated.
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3 DEFINITION OF SAFETY OBJECTIVES It seems necessary to emphasise
these points to demonstrate that safety
has always depended upon the extra-

3.1 Background polatlon of experience and the use of
the designers t skills. The aim should

Where the overall engineering of
be to provide the best framework of

aircraft components and systems is objectives, and techniques of assess-

concerned, safety objectives have been ment, so that this approach can be
defined in terms of good engineering continued into areas where _dditional
practice, and this has been implemented system dependence, interaction prob-
by ensuring compliance with arbitrary lems, etc., are making the task more
design rul,m developed in each suc- difficult.
ceeding generation of aircraft on which
experience has been obtained. Where

3.2 Rational Requirements and Major Ob-
successive designs have produced rela- jectives
tively small increases in weight and
speed it has not been too difficult to We can now say that to glve more
continue safety assessment processes precision to ".he statement of objectives "
which require e3tablishing that good and the classification of hazards we
engineering practice is being followed, will specify a rational system of re-
and the satisfaction of certain arbitrary quirements which we will use in the
rules stated in the airworthiness re- more advanced applications, and which

, quirements. However, when the de- can be related statistically to the level

signer is asked to produce spectacular of airworthiness required when the air-
increases in speed, weight _r airfield craft enters service.
performance, an entirely new depend- For example we can consider the

,_ ence on particular systems may arise airworthiness standard TSS 1-1 which

i which may have considerable complex- is applicable to Concorde.ity and require a more detailed under- The object of this sort of require-
standing of the interfaces for safety ment is to erect a framework which

! reasons. In these cases, it becomes allows a more explicit statement of the
progressively more difficult to carry objectives, hazards and their ?robabil-

out safety assessments on a subjective ities than has been usual hitherto. This• basis, related to arbitrary design rules, is not to say that adequate assessments

i The fundament_,l assumptions which have not been performed, but it is being", have been made in most approaches suggested the t. it is advantageous to in-

during the last decade are:- dicate more clearly than in some past
(a) System engineering can be a_e- assessments why the decisions affecting

quately assessed against the testing Safety have been taken.
and experience gained with previous An important aspect of this, to which

systems, reference has already been made, is

(b) Adequate safety criteria can be given that service experience can be more i
in terms of formalised experience readily referred back to the basic de- i
and arbitrary statements of good sign assessment particularly where re-
engineering practice, dundancy has permitted low MTBF.

(c) By complying with these criteria, Very considerable care has been
and using the developing skills of taken with the requirement to allow the
the assessor th_. aircraft can be various frequency levels to be defined
made to demonstrate in service a where necessary by analogy or in broad

safety record expressed on a basis terms, but a numerical scale of probe-
of fatal accidents per flight or per bilicten is unavoidable, at least, by im-

i hour etc. which will be an improve- plication. Some people have dffficuky

!I ment on previous experience. 78 in accepting this numerical concept, and _i°-
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I shall return to this subject later when manageable parts on the basis of tht.
the exercise of judgement is discussed, significant airworthiness functions, and

the zones or compartments in which
4 THE ORGANISATION OF THE ASSESSMENT systems, parts of systems and equip-

ment are Installed.

4.1 General Approach There is of course, a considerable
Iteration and feedback in this part of

The design, construction, andopera- the work since many factors are tn-
tlon of the vehicle should be displayed volved. Slgnlflcar_t airworthiness rune-
in such a manner that itspotentialweak- tions wiU be influenced by the impact
nesses are clearly revealed and it is of the airwolthil, ess requirements on
suggested that this should be dealt with the required operational characteria-
ia the following manner:- tics. Zones may l:e determined not only

, _a) Consider the Significant Atrwortht- t _ the structure arrangement but also
ness Functions which are required by disposition of the systems and equip-
of the complex of systems which to- ment, and the hazards arising from real-
gerber make up the aircraft, function and interaction. These aspects

-- 0

(b) Designate the system boundaries will be further discussed. In real cases
. which allow the best logical separa- some compromise v,._h factors outside

tion of these functions. Safety aspects may be necessary, In-

(c) Designate the Zones, or physical volving, for example, the extent of sub-
_- boundaries, in which systems, parts contract work and particular respon_

of systems, and components are slhilities when the project is _elng
installed, carried out by more than one major
NOTE: The terms tSlgnlftcant Air- contractor. It may well be that ability to

worthiness Function t and define and deal with the interface prob-
tZones' will be discussed In lems may be a powerful factor in the
more detail later, determination of the sub.divisions of

(d) Carry out a system analysis for systems and zones.
each cf these arbitrarily generated For example, if one considered a
groups by piece part count, for ex- supersonic alr'raft having variable in-
ample, or any other desirable ap- take geometry it would be difficult to
proach, in order to validate the sig- disassociate the behaviour of the intake,

niflcant a_,rworthlness functions, engine and perhaps its variable exhaust ,

(e) Ensure that the interfaces are ade- nozzles. It is clearly desirable to per-
quately taken into account. This in- form safety assessment on a unit which
eludes interfaces between System, includes each of these parts and to ca-

. between System and the Zones in sure that this is carried out by an lnte-
which they are contained, alrcrew grated propulsion unit team.
and system interfaces, etc.

As stated earlier, the Certification 4.2 Discussion of the Significant Atrworthi- *

Authoritiesmust assistthisprocess of n-essFunctionlogical partition for analytical reasons,

by stating requirements which take ac-
count of system dependency in a re- In the context of this primary activ-
tlonal manner without unduly restricting ity, the Significant Airworthiness Func-
the design. In addition, It is necessary tlon has cons:derable significance when

"_ because of the great background of ex- the Safety Assessment is bein_ or-

t

perience to retain many features of the ganised. It is Important to recognise
existing requirements of BCAR and FAR that there are many functions which do
where their application is practicable not have airworthiness significance.
for the specific type under consid_ra- These could have powerful commercial
tlon. So the aircraft is subdivided into implication in the way of effects on
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despatch capability, achievement of de- These analyses are now developed
sired flight profile, maintenance costs, through the following stages, which are
etc., and these fur,ctions will also be pxobably sufficiently self explanatory
submitted to exhaustive system investl- in the context of this paper:-
gation which m,lst be separate from the (a) The system single failure analysis.
analysis required for Safety reasons. (b) The system safety assessment.
F_r example if a feature of the aircraft (c) The aircraft safety assessment.
to be Investigated is a droop nose nec- These stages facilitate the grouping
essary to provide the vision required of piece part failures, the combination
for operation in various flight phases, of these falIures as they affect systems,
we could consider two of its possible and the total effect of these failures and
fum.ttons. In one case, the system could the interactions which arise, on the air-
fail in a mode which prevented the nose craft as a whole. In a pr'.sentatton of
being raised to the supersonic position, this sort it is difficult to describe the ,
The result might he to pix_hibtt flight In complete procedure with greater depth
the supersonic mode and airworthiness but tt is not difficult to see a direct
would Gnly be affected by any contribu- parallel with the Failure Mode and F_.f- .
tlon which might result from a diversion, fects Analysis combined with Critical-

A significant function would be the lty Analyses which are performed in
requirement for lowering the nose dur- the US industry.
ing the approach, and failure to achieve In a previous paper on the subjectof
this would result in an increased load safety assessment dealing specifically "
on the pilot and therefore represent an with Concorde (Ref: 1) the way in which
airworthiness hazard. Consequently, the these middle level assessments are
system ability to perform this task is combined was discussed. EssentiaLly,
included in the safety assessment and we have designated a basic system
its integrity, matched to the importance element (Figure 1) which has an input
of this hazard (however lh passlngthere of system control signals, stimuli from -"
Is also an absolute requirement in the other systems, system Internal failures .
case of Concorde that it should be cap- and, of course, the system output func-
able of being landed safely after mal- tlons. Within this concept it is endeav- _
function of the droop nose), oured to have discrete analysis but the

This discussion emphasises the need output of the analysis will be groupedin
in all safety assessment work for pre- so far as their effects on the whole air- _
clslon in the identification of the func- craft are concerned. _ feature of each

ttons which are associated with safety, of these analyses Is the use of depend= _

It has already been said that safety ence diagrams which make verylmpor- _:
assessment should provided the best rantcontributionstothe achievementof .

display of the weaknesses of a project total visualisation of system vuinera-
and this requirement will not be satts- btllty.
fledby an approach which endeavours The problem of displayand total

to takeaccountof every failurewhen comprehension ofthesafetyassessment

many ofthesedo notaffectsafety, introducesus to thequestionof choice
between fault tree, logic tree, success

4.3 Integration of the Safety Assessment pg:h, dependence diagram, etc. I have
had many dlscussiuna In the American

At this point we have discussed the and European industries where thls has
requirements and defined the systems arisen and it is clear that there are ap-
and zones necessary for their logical plicatlons and objectives which are
application. The systems will then be suited to each approach. Bearing In
analysed on the basis of single failures mind the need _o ensure that every
and the zones on the basis of detailed section of the design/manufacturing/
checks against installation rules, operating team ahould have the widest ,

8O
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understanding of the safety problem, it is considered to be a volume or corn-
is suggested that some care should be partment of the aircraft which is strue-
taken over this choice. If the fault tree rurally or even arbitrarily bounded and
is considered it is thought that some in which equipment and systems are

variant, such as the logic tree, is very installed. Convenient means of identi-
suitable as a high level linking dis- fication could be by the use of the ATA
cipline. It could link, for example, the I00 coding suitably modified according
outputs from the discrete system anal- to the specific structural requirements
ysis referred to above and its use of the aircraft.
should be limited to the integration of Zonal analysis could be considered
these effects at the total aircraft level, to be primarily concerned with problems

It is suggested therefore that the roots which arise as a function of position
of the fault tree should culminate in whereas the system analysis discussed
events which are described in depend- elsewhere in this paper is primarily
ence diagrams, directed at failure to achieve Significant

It is undeniable that pure fault tree Airworthiness Functions. 'Primarily'
analyses carried out with a view to is a key word in this context since there
automation are ideally suited to pro j- is an essential overlap and the dual
ects where development and operational approach is important. Zonal analysis
time in a fully assembled mode is would therefore be primarily directed
minimal. The fault tree programme in at problems of containment, jamming,
this case has some relationship to the fire, leakage, radio interference, etc.
flight development programme on air- These are essentially areas which re-
craft but it is thought that from the quire an adherence to design rules in

= point of view of original safety assess- respect of environment and segregation
ment on aircraft projects it is ex- which can often be enshrined in arbi-

tremely difficult to highlight the safety trary alrworthlners requirements, and
_ problem, when a fault tree perhaps of which have been developed with con-
_, many thousand events may be needed to tinuing experience over the years.

go from a part failure to, for example, A systematic approach is required
:_ a n'_inlmum safe pitch capability over a when the assessment is being made in

limited Math range. It is realised that the context of the rational requirement ;
statistical analysis will produce domi- but the task of quantifying segregation

::: nant paths, critical modes, etc. but it for example is clearly a difficult one,
_: is possible that the complexity of the The following method has beenproposed "
) process could swamp the safety effort, for the use on current projects. The

The dependence diagram is ideally chosen zone must be identified in rela- :

i suited to the examination of failure tion to the aircraft and its contents in-

modes at system level and draws par- dicated by drawing or list. Installation

t/cular attention to the need for re- rules are developed for each zonebased :_dundancy and the weight which must be on general experience, consideration of

put on the assessment. Attention is the particular equipment present, and
particularly drawn to systems which its failure modes. The objective is to
are unduly sensitive to series effects, ensure compliance with the installation

rules with reference to the hazard

4.4 The Zonal Analysis classification of the general require-
ment. If there is a case where the as-

This is an analysis which is re- sessed hazard probability is not fa-
quired to cover proximity, environ- vourably matched to Its effects then
mental and other associated effects this will appear as an output of the
which together constitute a considerable Zonal Analysis. Apart from the direct

problem in most aerospace applications, environmental effect which would re-
A zone for the purposes of this paper quire local design action this hazard

Sl
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would appear as an input to the safety the other. Where the range of systems
analyses of the functional systems which concerned extend from the purely electronic,
are present in the zone insofar as the through auto-throttles with, for example,
achievement of the associated Signifi- sensors and clutch mechanisms, to flying
cant Airworthiness Functions are con- controls where linkages, actuators, struc-
cerned, rural parts, etc. should also be included

It is worth repeating the primary then it is obvious that the mixture has
features of this analysis which are to progressively become less 'pure'.
achieve a logical arrangement of the The 'pure' approach would be severely
zones, clear identification of the con- compromised when the interface between
tents of these zones, and the presenta- electronic parts and mechanical parts oc-
tion of comprehensive installation rules, curs, where one element has been assessed
These installation rules must take ac- by proved reliability techniques and the

count not only of the best engineering other, such as a linkage or hydraulic corn- ,
practice but also consider the specific ponent, may have been assessed on engi-
failure modes and their local effects, neering experience associated with a lim-

Finally the zones must be comprehen- ited but fully understood test programme. ,
sively checked against these rules and In cases of this sort, the failure of a me-
positive conclusions reached, chanical locking device and a soldered joint

in a circuit may have similar results.
5 THE EXERCISE OF JUDGEMENT IN So how should the task be approached?

SAFETY ASSESSMENT It must be emphasised that, as was said
earlier, we are discussing only the tools of

Assessed probabilities are the essential the trade; the designers and specialists
tools of safety analysis and it is important have the desired input and it is the manage-
that this statement is fully understood. In ment of this input that is being discussed.
many cases it is possible to assemble an Where computer techniques are required
ideal structure of numerical probabilities then the skills appropriate to these tech-
on the basis of component failure rates, niques must be available but only to ensure
Particularly this is so in the case of avionics that the best use is being made of engineer-
which are specially suited to statistical ing judgement or the other relevant skills.
analysis on this basis and where substan- It is thought that a numerical approach
ttated failure rates for most of the parts is an excellent method of recording the

and techniques involved are available. How- exercise of judgement and it is emphasised
"_ ever, when safety assessment is being per- that this should not be unnecessarily in-

formed in this manner utilising component hlblted by the limitations of the data. The
: failure rates, weighting factors must be designer makes his numerical assessment i_:

applied, to take account of particular usage, implicitly by presenting his design and it _

n lr_e .,ronmental conditions, etc. Therefore, can only do good to display how hl_ thought

even in what could be postulated as an ideal processes have distributed the probabilities.
application of safety assessment where sub- The application of experience becomes more
stantiated failure rates under known con- credible if directed at the component parts _
ditions arc available, it becomes necessary rather than at the assembly as a whole, and
to introduce general, if not subjective, ex- the design can be assessed by the extent of
perlence into this numerical analysis when this dependence on unduly favourable as-

i the required operating conditions are dif- sumptions. However it must be said thatferent from those under which the reliabil- even here judgement must be exercised.

I ities were determined. The apparent dero- Unimaginative use of the numerical ap- t

!zatin_n ,_f a potentially 'pure' numerical preach has tended to bring it into disrepute
anal)_ts has been emphasized because the in some quarters and single faults estlmated
weio_,_ted analysis represents a point on the at 10-6 or less which produce dangerous
_ :t, t)etwce;l 'numerical _ti_proach' on the hazards cannot be treatcti as the corner-
one hand and 'engineering experience' on stones of safety assessment. ]_o avoid this

i ,
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pitfall, rational requirements need to be necessary as a means of directing these
backed by some safeguards stated in at- efforts at the right problems with a lower
bitrary form, as in TSS 1-1. probability of subjective error.

In more detail, I have emphasised the
6 CONCLUSIONS need to determine and set out safetyob-

jectiveswith precisionso thatthe analysis
Itisimportanttosay beforeconcluding, is not complicated,withoccurrenceswhich

that there are major omissions in this are not relevantto safety.Also itis ira-

paper, considered necessary because of portantthatthe SafetyAssessment can be

possible effectson emphasis, withinthe readily understood by a11 concerned, and

limitedtime available.For example, safety visual techniques such as the variantsof

assessments require major inputsfrom the faulttree,dependencediagrams) should

considerationof Crew Procedures; flight be used.

handlingiscloselylinkedwithsystem anal- The exercise of judgement should be

ysis and rationalrequirements have been assisted where possible by a reasonable
developed to take account of this;also no use of numerical methods, buttheseshould

mention has been made of the importance not be a11owed toobscure theobjectivesor

attached to the use of the flight simulator saturate the Safety Effort. In addition, the
and the importance of the continuing main- particular importance of a methodical anal-
tenance effort has only been mentioned in- ysis of Zonal, or environmental problems,
directly. More specifically the analysis of cannot be over-emphasised.
digital systems (including their software) To return to the final point in my intro-
if employed where sufficient authority exists duction which required the assessment to
to create serious hazards is also relevant show to the satisfaction of all concerned

to the discussion of the fundamentals of that the safety objectives have been met,
SafetyAssessment. thisis of course a problem of datadisplay

Ithinktheseexamples suggesttheextent and management. If judgement has been

of the fieldfrom which my particularob- appliedin the manner discussed so that

servationscouldhave been drawn.However simulator,development flying,and service
I have chosen to bring out some of thees- experience can rapidlyand effectivelyup-

sentialfeatures of Safety Assessment in date the assessment, thenIbelievethatwe

more fundamentalterms, which couldhave are some way along the llnetowards en-

been obscured bytheseotherconsiderations, suring that the SafetyObjectives willbe

I have endeavoured to discuss Safety achieved in service.
Assessment under four headings chosen _t
the beginningof thispaper. I have talked 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT !

about the definition of SafetyObjectives, i
the organisationand displayofthe Assess- I would liketoexpress my thankstothe

ment, and the exerciseof judgement.Ifind Air Regulation Board for permission to
that I have not specificallydiscussed the present thispaper and topointout thatthe

finalpointwhich was to show to thesatis- opinionsexpressedare entirelymy own.

factionof all concerned thatthesafetyob-

Jectiveshave been met, and althoughitis 8 REFEREHCE

largelyimplicitintheotherheadings,Iwill
returntoitlater. I. HAAS, J. (Aerospatiale),'An AppUcaUon

I thinkthatthe broad conclusionwhich of Modern Maintenance Concepts and

emerges from thisdiscussionisthatSafety SafetyAnalysistotheMultinationalCer-
Assessment continues to requirea disci., tificationofaSupersonicAircraft.'Preo

plined approach,which, althoughitcannot sentationto the6th AnnualInternational

displacethe specialistdesignfunctions,is MaintenanceSymposium.
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APPENDIX

NOTE ON TSS 1-1 AIRWORTHINESS OBJECTIVES AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS

TSS 1-1 introduces a probability approach The constructor's task is then to assess
to the Safety Assessment of aircraft systems, the frequency of Occurrences, singly and in
together with a framework of defined terms, combinations, and the Effects of these Occur-
To fit the requirements into a consistent fences. These results are then to be matched
framework, a number of terms needed to be against the acceptable probability of the va-
defined, rlous levels of Effect.

At root there are the things which happen, One clearly defined difficulty with this ap-
described as Occurrences. These include proach is that of proving compliance with the
Failures of parts of the aeroplane, Events requirements, particularly in cases where a '
arising from outside the aeroplane (e.g. failure or combination of failures would re-
gusts) and Errors arising from the ac- suit in catastrophe. In such cases it is nec-
ttons, or failures to act, of flight or ground essary to impose some additional arbitrary ,
personnel, criteria in addition to, or instead of the

An Occurrence has various potential numerical criteria (e.g. a double failure may
Effects. These can be classified according to only be acceptable as an Extremely Improb-
the associated level of danger, Into Minor, able failure when (a) both failures are as-

Major, Hazardous or Catastrophic. sessed to be not more probable than Remote,
The requirements must state the acceptable or (b) at least one is assessed to be Extremely

frequency of Occurrences, and according to Remote).
the magnitude of the Effect, various frequen- The requirement then states broadly that
ties can be ascribed - Frequent, Reasonably the Occurrence of faitures or errors must not
Probable, Remote, Extremely Remote, etc. produce au accident risk greater than pre-
To give technical significance to these words scribed levels, and that systems or combtna-

some Idea of the numerical probability needs tions of systems operating normally without
to be quoted (e.g. Reasonably Probable, of the failures or er:-ors must not be able to able to
order of 10 .3 to 10"_). prejudice the safe operation of the aircraft.

¢
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